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Abstract— Online Social Networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram have gained a lot of popularity 
among the people. Nowadays people simply tend to hype in social media for publicity or promotion which 
is source for huge amount of online deception. The data shared may or may not be true and commonly 
falls in as rumor and non-rumor. Identifying the bogus news socializing as rumor and the starting place 
via Jordan source center with SI, SIR, SIRI infection models is the precise way out for isolating a rumor. 
Jordan source center is the best optimal source calculator which overcomes the error rate, infection rates 
and other parameters when compared with other centralities. It helps in finding the source of the rumor 
and proceed further in recycling the infections in social media networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Social networking is an online platform in which people interact with other people. Online social networks such 
as Facebook, Twitter [3], LinkedIn, Google+ have became an fundamental modes of human interactions every 
day. Social media sites acts as a hub for information sharing, where users produce and consume a wide variety 
of information and thoughts. Social websites create mobile and web-based technologies for the benefit of the 
users to interact with their circle. The main idea behind social media is to bring people together and to interact 
with each other. It uses different routines like blogs, micro-blogs, business networks, photo sharing, products 
and service reviews to reach the end users [1]. 

In the current digitally connected world, nearly all internet connected individuals uses social media to interact 
with others from simple chatting to official file sharing. Sharing the user information and news publicly, brings 
lots of change to the simple observer online. Social media is used as a source of spreading news instantly during 
emergency and disaster situations. This information helps to provide recovery and response to the people. At the 
same time, many unconfirmed news about a trending event spreads very quickly which brings greater impact to 
the society. 

Rumors can be defined as unverified information or of events that circulate from person to person. When a piece 
of information leaks out in a social network, it spreads quickly because of its increasing popularity. It extends 
from static email services to live chat. It takes only few second to share the content without knowing the 
integrity of the message. Business people have higher number of impacts because of this rumors. The most 
commonly spreading social media rumors are celebrity deaths, chain mail, disaster news, political news, share 
market news etc. Some of the notable rumors that brought huge consequences in past were the following: 
Boston bombing attack, Paris attack and Malaysian airlines missing(MH370). This type of rumor spreading in 
social media sites is referred as infection. This infection is spread among all the online users and can cause 
unnecessary panic among public and loss in case of trade markets.  

Anything that is posted in social media travels faster without being verified. People just forward the news 
without verifying the originality of the news. Sometimes this may also create some problem. For example: 
“Happy New Year ” wishes also posted by people at the same time some fake news related to new year like 
“bomb blast on new year eve” also spreads infinitely. Mostly the speed at which it spreads is considered but 
obviously not the context. The text needs to analyzed properly in order to verify it as rumor. Cyber criminal 
often use social media networks as a medium to discuss about their cyber attacks, identify potential victims to 
achieve their target. They post anything related to the cyber attacks without the knowledge of the user who acts 
as the tool to spread the rumor. Monitoring social media discussions to find non-rumor phrases at that instance 
helps to identify all these attacks. Analysts try to discover and track the news that spreads by manual searches 
using metadata, such as thread or currently discussing topics, account names etc. We define keywords that 
broadly refer to an ongoing event, which is not a rumor but is expected to spark rumors. Having obtained 
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collections of events, our attempt focuses on visualizing the timeline which is associated with an event, to 
enable identification of rumors.  

The infection that spreads in social media is defined with various models as infection spreading models. The 
models are: Susceptible Infected(SI model), Susceptible Infected and Recovered (SIR model),Susceptible 
Infected Recovered and Infected (SIRI model) In the SI model, each node takes on one of 3 possible states: 
susceptible (s), infected (i) and non-susceptible (n). The set of uninfected nodes that have infected node as 
neighbors are in state s, and called as Susceptible nodes. While infected node never retains its infection forever 
once it is infected. In the SIR model, the possible node states are susceptible (s), infected (i), recovered (r). The 
only difference is that in a time slot, state (i) may recover to state (r). An infected node can recover from an 
infection by removing its post which contains the rumor with a given probability at each step, and will never 
post the rumor again. In the SIRI model, the difference is that recovered node may become infected again at a 
future time slot with positive probability. After an individual removes a rumor post, later may change and repost 
the rumor, for example they may discover a new evidence that supports the rumor. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. How to identify an Infection Souce with Limited Observations 

Rumors spreading in social media is similar to that of a n infectious disease. It spreads so quickly among the 
users. Finding the rumor spreading source is a challenging tasks. By considering all the model like SI we are 
deriving a source estimator which is known as Jordan center estimator. It will be a great advantage if it is a tree 
network. An efficient Jordan center estimation algorithm to calculate the source which is suitable for tree 
networks. Message passing algorithm is computed at each node in a distributed environment.  

Jordan center estimation algorithm chooses a non leaf node as root node and follows message passing algorithm. 
It divides as Upward message passing and Downward passing and continues its work.  

1) In Upward message passing starting from leaf node up to root where the message passed to parent 
node. Each node passes one message to its parent. It terminates when root receives all messages from 
the child. 

2) In Downward message passing the root identifies two paths. If the difference in both values are lesser 
than the value one then it returns the Jordan center. Same process is repeated until a leaf node is 
reached. 

B. Network Centrality and Super-Spreaders in Infectious   Disease Epidemiology 

If disease spreads quickly among the people then it is referred as “Super-spreaders”. In a similar way 
the rumors which is being spreaded is referred as super spreaders. In social media networks “Centrality” is used 
to calculate the source of the rumors. The main reason behind every rumors that is going viral in social media. 
In SIR model these centralities helps to identify the main source of the rumor spreading. 

There are many centralities such as Closeness centrality, Degree centrality, Eigen vector centrality, Valued 
centrality, Jordan centrality, Betweenness centrality. 

1. Closeness centrality 

It is the reciprocal of average of shortest path between nodes is calculated as, 
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2. Valued centrality 

It is similar to that of closeness centrality but rather it calculates the average value as, 
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3. Jordan centrality 

It finds the smallest maximum distance of all the nodes in a graph. Minimum eccentricity value is 
calculated by using, 
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4. Betweenness centrality 

It is computed only to the network that do not contain any multiple edges. It is the number of shortest path 
from all vertices to all others pass through that node by using, 
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5. Eigen vector centrality 

It takes all unique positive values by using, 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Twitter Streaming API 

 
Figure 1. Twitter Streaming API 

Twitter streaming API's tracks the tweets [2] for a particular circulating story with the main keywords and hash 
tags. Collection of conversation with this API is done, before which OAuth tokens are generated[4]. 

B. Downloading the Data 

 

Figure 2. Collection of data 

The data we gathered is stored as JSON format which is referred as JavaScript Object Notation. It helps to 
read the data in human readable form and for the machines to parse the data. 

C. Annotation Task 

Annotation task is done by the annotators to identify the rumor and non-rumor.  
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Figure 3. Data in JSON Format 

 
Figure 4. Streaming data in text file 

D. Using TextBlob 

TextBlob classifier helps to classify the text based on Naive Bayes classifier in python. Here, from the annotated 
list the rumor and non-rumor data is trained and tested from which we get the classified rumor and non-rumor 
text [5]. 

 
Figure 5. Using TextBlob as Rumor or Non-rumor 

Streaming data in data file. Annotation task is done by the annotators to identify the rumor and non-rumor for 
particular Boston Bombing event. Annotated rumor and non-rumor data is given in the table as shown below: 
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TABLE I.  ANNOTATED RUMOR AND NON-RUMOR 

Rumor Non-Rumor 

false flag brothers are suspect 

suspect robbed pressure cooker bomb 

man proposal finish line blast 

shut down cell service one suspect died 

retweets awarded misidentified man 

sandy runner suspects account 

library explosion multiple blast 

many dead three dead 

pressure cooker ad nails used 

children died firing during arrest 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We conducted a literature survey on Rumor detection and in finding the source of the rumor. We classified a 
particular event  that is circulating in social media networks as rumor and non-rumor. With the TextBlob 
(NLTK), we classified the text as  rumor or non-rumor. We addressed the problem of finding the source of a 
rumor. Jordan center source estimator is the best optimal source estimator to find the center, i.e., the source of 
the rumor. 
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